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Business Model Canvas Redux
“For every complex problem
there is an answer
that is clear, simple, and wrong.”
H. L. Mencken

I wonder whether any other template can lay claim to causing so much damage as the
Business Model Canvas? Off the top of my head, I can’t think of one. Certainly not one
that has been so widely advocated and disseminated.
Fact #1 when we are involved in any kind of new business or change or innovation activity
involving people is that we are inherently dealing with complexity. And one of the
unfortunate traits of complex systems is that they don’t behave in nice, orderly ways.
True, it is good to organize our thinking. Whatever we are doing. It is good to have a map
showing where we are, where we’re trying to get to, and how we’d like the journey from
one to the other to go. If we have such a map we can give ourselves permission to deviate
from the current route, safe in the knowledge that if the deviation proves to be fruitless,
we’re able to get back to where we were.
In theory, the Business Model Canvas (BMC) can be seen in such a light. It encourages
an entrepreneur to think about some of the fundamentals of their intended new enterprise,
allows them to make exploratory deviation and then come back to where they left off. The
problem is, it fails to capture nearly all of the fundamentals that are important when we’re
forced to deal with complexity. As opposed to what the BMC authors would like users to
pretend doesn’t exist.
Perhaps, by way of defending some of what the BMC purports to do – I’d hate to risk
alienating the thousands of budding tycoons that have spent a deal of time making and
maintaining one – allow me to try and relate the Canvas to the complexity landscape.
Specifically, the Complexity Landscape Model (CLM) we’ve been advocating for the last
year or so. Figure 1 shows the where the Business Model Canvas fits on this landscape. It
assumes that the world the Business is existing within is Simple-Simple. It makes no
acknowledgement of the complexities of our surroundings and it forces users to think
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about questions that are only really relevant when we know enough about our beautiful
and precious new business to be able to identify things like our cost structures, channels,
value propositions and revenue streams.
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Figure 1: Business Model Canvas Mapped On To Complexity Landscape Model

But, quite honestly, all of that kind of stuff is a long, long way away from 'being quantifiable
at the start of any business design activity. Yes, we might need that kind of information if
we’re trying to convince an investor to part with some of their money and come and join
our venture, but when we’re still trying to work out what business we’re in, forcing people
to think about cost and revenue models is forcing people to make decisions that are not
only highly premature, but also completely speculative. Neither of these things is so bad in
their own right. Or rather they wouldn’t be if they didn’t end up being interpreted by said
investors as a realizable part of the plan. First the BMC forces entrepreneurs to make a
bunch of decisions far too early. And then second, now the Canvas has become such a
‘standard’, investors increasingly expect to see one before they will part with their money.
The reality is – as shown in the Figure – that at the beginnings of a new Business Venture,
we’re inherently operating in a complex environment. We might, of course, be looking for
our ‘clear and simple’ business idea, but everything that is happening around us should
tell us that the thing we’re currently thinking about doing is very likely wrong.
It makes much more sense to think of the BMC as a desirable end state rather than a
meaningful start point. Being in the ‘efficiency zone’ is ultimately a good place for an
enterprise to operate. But that can only be a long way away when we have our first
hunches about what our new value-generating scheme might be. The only sensible means
of getting from our actual start point (Complex-Simple) to a Simple-Simple end point is to
follow the path shown in Figure 2. This is the journey that tells us the only way to deal with
complexity is to build systems that acknowledge said complexities.
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So, if the BMC represents a possible ‘end point’, if we need to go through the Figure 2
journey to get there, what kind of template do we need to have at the beginning of the
journey?
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Figure 2: The Actual Business Development Journey

Those that advocate for building enterprises that are consistent with the traits of complex
systems would very likely declare at this point that there is no such thing as a template
that is capable of doing this job. Not all complexity scientists, granted, but likely a majority.
Specifically the ones that believe that nothing is predictable or knowable a priori and that
the best (only) way to operate in such a situation is to do something (anything!), see what
happens, learn, and use what you have learned to design a second iteration. The ultimate
winner being the innovation team that can iterate their guesses faster than competitors.
Anyone that knows TRIZ, of course, knows that someone, somewhere has solved our
problem and that there are a bunch of universal first-principle heuristics that point the way
to success. The world isn’t completely random because, for a start, we know that there is
a clear direction of success for every system – ideality increases. If we add all the other
TRIZ-based first principles into our ‘where do we start?’ story, we might find ourselves
constructing a template that looks something like this:

Figure 3: A TRIZ Based Business Model Canvas For Complex Worlds
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The first thing to note about this template is that it has six different portions. This is so
because we know that if we are to achieve our aim of designing and building a new
business it will only happen if we build a system capable of doing it. And we’ll only achieve
a system if we’re able to satisfy the TRIZ Law Of System Completeness. Which in turn
means we need Engine, Transmission, Tool, Interface, Coordination and Sensor. Figure 3
identifies what each of those six things means in the context of our initial thoughts and
hunches about our possible new business venture.
Let’s have a look at each of them in a little more detail:
Coordination: the overarching strategy and governance aspects of a business. From a
TRIZ perspective, the element that determines our direction towards an Ideal Final Result,
the first principles from which our desired behaviours are destined to emerge, and the
patterns and heuristics we might bring to bear when direction changes or other decisions
are required to be made.
Interface: the place where we think about, identify and expand upon the various different
stakeholders we expect to wish to engage with as our business begins to interact with its
surroundings. Who are our customers? Who are our suppliers? Who are our
complementors? Each one of them needs to perceive a net win from joining in with our
venture. Here’s where we characterize what each of those stakeholder value equations
look like and what the various wins are going to have to look like.
Engine: the engine of any new business – the only two ways we know that it is possible to
deploy in order to find ourselves amongst the 2% of innovation attempts that will end up
being successful – are the functions that we are seeking to enable our intended customers
to achieve, and the conflicts and contradictions that will prevent them from getting their in
an effective manner. This part of the template is all about recording and then seeking to
work out how to deliver and solve the respective functional needs and contradictions.
Tool: the working front end of our intended new business. This is where we begin to
record our emerging thoughts on what it is we’re going to be about. What are the solutions
we might decide to expose to our intended customers? What are the hunches we might
have and wish to develop relating to how we combine, execute and package those
solutions.
Transmission: a place for identifying and recording all of the resources we might be able to
harness and utilize to help us in our quest to achieve our emerging goals and objectives.
The transmission is what connects our Engine to the Tool. We might, for example, use the
9-Windows framework as a means of structuring our search for resources. Slightly more
subtle, but no less important in a complex environment, analogies and metaphors are also
of importance as they may help us to make bridges to solutions in other domains. The
idea generation part of any new venture is more often than not all about making
connections between our emerging situation and the hard work already done for us by
others.
Sensor: The point of the Law of System Completeness is that we need all six of the
elements in order to have any chance of designing an building a successful new business.
What we don’t know, and how we will work out how to know are, however, perhaps the
most important issues that we need to address. This is in many ways counter-intuitive.
Conventional Business Model Canvas and lean-startup thinking tells us to think positive.
Positivity will win the day. While that might be true in terms of our prevailing belief
systems, it only makes sense if we allow ourselves to pay acute attention to all the things
that we can think of that might prevent us from getting to where we want to be. At the very
beginnings of a new venture, as we saw in last month’s ‘Design For ROI’ article, our list of
unknowns is likely to dominate our story. This aspect of the Figure 3 will be the one most
likely to be bursting at the seams with stuff we don’t know. Making progress will to a large
extent be dictated by how effectively we are able to work our way through the catalogues
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of things we don’t know that get recorded here. The closer to the end of the journey we
get, the more this segment of the template will empty out, and the fuller the Tool element
will become.
As our fledgling innovation project evolves from its initial hunches, it is inevitable that the
content of each segment, like the description of the Sensor above, will change. The list of
unknowns will reduce. The list of stakeholders, on the other hand, will hopefully increase.
As will the resources we are able to identify that may be able to help us. The list of
solution clues and hunches is likely to increase for a period of time as our project
‘diverges’, but then later on is hopefully going to reduce as we eliminate some solution
ideas and merge other ones.
In theory, each of the items in each of the segments could be thought of as a ‘miniproject’. Perhaps the most obvious, every ‘unknown’ we identify needs to be addressed in
some way such that the unknown becomes known. The exact same thing applies to every,
for example, resource that we might be able to identify: how might it be a resource? How
best to use it? How to make it free? How to make it disappear when we don’t need it any
more. Etc. Every time we identify a potential new stakeholder – customer segment, for
example – it is incumbent upon us to characterize that stakeholder: what outcomes do
they want? What might they lose? Why might they not want us to be successful? How do
we help them to perceive a win?
In effect, every one of these ‘mini-projects’ creates the need for a new system. Which in
turn means that the Law of System Completeness needs to be obeyed.

Figure 4: Each ‘Mini-Project’ Requires A System

Without wishing to get into too much detail, it is also worth bearing in mind regarding these
mini-projects that, because for the most part we’re still dealing with complex situations, it is
highly likely we will benefit from the recognition that each ‘system’ is actually two systems:
one looking at the tangible aspects of the elements we need to have in place, and one
looking at the ‘intangible’ elements. Perhaps easiest to visualize, each new stakeholder
characterization ‘system’ needs to take into account the tangible and intangible (i.e.
emotional) needs of that stakeholder. But, again, exactly the same tangible and intangible
argument holds good for, say, identification and realisation of a potential new resource, or
answering of an unknown. Figure 5 illustrates how we’ve recently been experimenting with
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the modelling of these two parallel systems using both sides of the ‘mini-project’ system
arrows:
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Figure 5: Each ‘Mini-Project’ System Is Actually Two

Each time we complete one of these (double-sided) mini-projects, we get to update the
master Business Model Canvas (Figure 3 version). (If we’re feeling the need for even
greater clarity, we might also decide to acknowledge that this Canvas also has a tangible
and an intangible side.) Each mini-project should also represent a step in the journey
towards defining our new business opportunity well enough to be able to contemplate a
transition to the ‘original’ Business Model Canvas template. A journey that, metaphorically
at least, will probably look something like this:
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Figure 6: How Each ‘Mini-Project’ Progresses The Overall Business (Model)
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And if that metaphor pushes you over your abstraction limit, we’ll try and bring the whole
thing crashing back to reality in a follow-on article showing an actual worked example. In
the meantime, hopefully, the main message of this article, the main thing left in your mind
when the metaphorical dust settles is that complex situations (i.e. any real new business
opportunity) demands a way of looking at the world that is completely not what the original
Business Model Canvas asks entrepreneurs to think about. Complex situations demand
frames of reference that acknowledge the complexity. Ideally – by getting back to first
principles – in simple ways. Ways that might, with a very strong following wind, see the
demise of the stupidly dangerous current version of the Business Model Canvas. Let’s see
what happens next month when the new complex-systems seeds have had a proper
chance to germinate. (or – you know me! – the month after).
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Catch 22 Redux
"You mean there's a catch?"
"Sure there's a catch," Doc Daneeka replied. "Catch-22. Anyone who wants to get out of combat
duty isn't really crazy."
There was only one catch and that was Catch-22, which specified that a concern for one's own
safety in the face of dangers that were real and immediate was the process of a rational mind. Orr
was crazy and could be grounded. All he had to do was ask; and as soon as he did, he would no
longer be crazy and would have to fly more missions. Orr would be crazy to fly more missions and
sane if he didn't, but if he was sane, he had to fly them. If he flew them, he was crazy and didn't
have to; but if he didn't want to, he was sane and had to. Yossarian was moved very deeply by the
absolute simplicity of this clause of Catch-22 and let out a respectful whistle.

Here’s the point in Joseph Heller’s classic book, ‘Catch-22’, where readers first hear the
term. A term that has now become a regular part of the popular lexicon in almost every
part of the world. We first wrote about Catch-22 situations as ‘mere’ contradictions to be
solved back in 2009 (Reference 1). The point back then was to show that any kind of
Catch-22 situation was amenable to solution. And that the biggest step towards achieving
a solution is giving ourselves permission to acknowledge that solutions were possible. At
the time we used a Bubble Map to describe Yossarian’s situation:
BECAUSE
want to
be declared
unfit

safe and
sane

AND
request
defines
sanity

request
evaluation

AND
don’t
request
evaluation

REQUIRES
Figure 1: Yossarian’s Catch-22

More often than not, the reason we might construct one of these Maps is to ensure that we
spend as much time as possible in ‘problem definition mode’ before we allow ourselves to
jump into solution generation mode. Think hard enough and it should always be possible
to create a Bubble Map. Oftentimes, however, it is difficult to break out of the inherent
circularity of a Catch-22 logic.
Here's perhaps the all-time classic Catch-22 problem:
"How can I get any experience until I get a job that gives me experience?"
And here’s what that might look like when mapped:
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BECAUSE
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I have a job

I have
experience

AND

AND

I have
no experience

??

REQUIRES
Figure 2: The Job/Experience Catch-22 Situation

What to write in the ?? Bubble? ‘I have no job’? That fits with the logic ‘I have no
experience because I have no job’, but all we’ve really done is convert one physical
contradiction into another. And – worse still – the left hand side of the Map doesn’t make
sense: a successful career requires I have a job and I don’t have a job? Resolving that
logic requires some quite strong abstract thinking.
Either we’re going to have to think a lot harder about what ?? could be, or we need to reconfigure several of the other bubbles. Or, we perhaps need a different kind of template?
Something simpler? Something like this, maybe…

REQUIRES

B

A
REQUIRES

Figure 3: Catch-22 Template V1

We can go a step further than this when we think about what A and B are likely to be.

REQUIRES

OUTCOME

CONDITION

REQUIRES

Figure 4: Catch-22 Template V2
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Okay, one more step. The ‘Outcome requires Condition requires Outcome’ logic circularity
doesn’t capture the fact that there will be some kind of disconnect in the flow. Such
disconnects, we shouldn’t be too surprised to learn – given that we’re talking about
contradictions – concern separations. Of which, we know there are three basic kinds we
need to think about: space, time and interface:

REQUIRES
SPACE

OUTCOME

TIME

CONDITION

INTERFACE

REQUIRES

Figure 5: Catch-22 Template V3

We can now start to try the template out with a couple of exemplar problems. First up,
here’s the original Yossarian version of Catch-22:

REQUIRES
SPACE

Escape
Combat

Not
Asking To

TIME

Crazy

INTERFACE

REQUIRES

Figure 6: Original Catch-22 Mapped Onto Template

Escaping combat requires Yossarian to be crazy. Being crazy requires Yossarian to not
ask to escape combat. In order to make the logic flow we need to add in a few words ‘not
asking to’, which in turn should tell us this is an Interface related problem. It’s all about
who Yossarian does or does not talk about being crazy with.
The job-experience Catch-22 is rather easier to draw. And to recognize as a Time related
problem. We can get a job when we have experience; we can get experience when we
have a job. The key word being, ‘when’. We can construct the template for this problem
situation as shown in Figure 7:
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REQUIRES
SPACE

Job

Experience

TIME
INTERFACE

REQUIRES

Figure 7: The Job/Experience Catch-22 Mapped Onto Template

What we end up with now is effectively a physical contradiction that doesn’t look like the
traditional ‘A and -A’ physical contradiction. This is because the ‘-A’ part is implied rather
than explicitly written into the template. It becomes the ‘Space, Time, Interface’ labels that
serve as the primary prompts to think about physical contradictions and how we might set
about solving them. Which in turn, ever since Reference 2 was published, means we have
the options to tackle the contradiction in one of two ways. As illustrated in Figure 8,
reproduced from Reference 2, we can seek to ‘manage’ the contradiction by exploring the
three separation strategies, or we can look to ‘solve’ the contradiction by focusing on the
four basic solution strategies available to us:

SOLVE

MANAGE
SPACE

1, 17, 14
SUPERSYSTEM

7, 25, 5, 28

13, 22,
9, 26

40, 31,
30, 33

INVERSE

2, 35, 3,
5, 37, 4
24, 12, 23,
6, 32, 8,
38, 39, 27

15, 34,
11, 36,
29, 16

INTERFACE

SYSTEM
ALTERNATIVE

10, 19, 21,
9, 18, 20
SUBSYSTEM

3, 25, 12, 40
37, 7, 1, 28,
33

Function
Database

TIME

Figure 8: Strategies For Managing Or Solving Physical Contradictions

As it happens, a relation of mine recently found themselves caught up in the Figure 7 jobexperience Catch-22. They were trying to get a job in a hotel, but didn’t have any
experience in the hospitality trade. The initial thinking was to focus on the ‘manage’ side of
the available Figure 8 strategies. We knew that the problem is a time related one and so
started looking at the Inventive Principles, 10, 19, 21, etc. The first suggestion on the list
‘Preliminary Action’ didn’t seem to offer much insight. Doing something earlier? Wasn’t
that the problem rather than the solution? Anyway, we decided to opt for the ‘solve’ route
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instead… at this point readers may possibly guess that the relative in question was, ahem,
quite young and so persistence was a problem. In fairness to them, they’d also never seen
TRIZ or the Inventive Principles before. So, in reality, their lack of persistence was as
much my own lack of desire to do difficult thinking on a Sunday afternoon… there’s always
a good problem and a real problem, right?
Anyway, we both seemed immediately happier with suggestions like Nested Doll and
Merging as intriguing directions to explore, but the real insight seemed to come when we
started looking at the ‘inverse’ solution strategies. Turn something upside-down was too
abstract, but the idea of using a ‘Copy’ triggered the thought of gaining experience using
something other than being in a real hotel. Where to find a ‘copy’ hotel? Quick answer:
Trip Advisor. How about reading through lots and lots of unhappy customer reviews from
lots and lots of different hotels and seeing how the hotel staff responded to those reviews?
A typical hotel staff member might get to experience maybe one or two complaints a week.
Here was a way to quickly gain the equivalent of several years’ worth of experience. It
also, we both now realized, a good illustration of what Principle 10 was telling us to do:
absorb hundreds of complaint situations before going to talk to the manager at the hotel
where he was looking for a job and be able to demonstrate doing some research that in all
likelihood the hotel manager had never thought about doing themselves.
Needless to say, the manager in question was so impressed with the initiative shown, not
only did he offer my relative a job, he put him on a fast track trainee manager programme.
I think that’s called win-win. Or at least it will be when I turn up to claim my free night’s
stay… :)

References
1) SI E-Zine, ‘Catch-22’s, Chickens, Eggs And Circular Logic’, Issue 93, December 2009.
2) SI E-Zine, ‘Physical Contradictions: Solving Or Managing?’, Issue 209, May 2019.
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Not So Funny – DisasterChef
Inventive Principle 3: Local Quality
The Food and beverage sector is one of
the easiest domains in which to innovate.
Inventive Principles as far as the eye can
see:
Inventive Principle 1: Segmentation

Inventive Principle 4: Asymmetry

Inventive Principle 2: Taking
Out/Separation
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Inventive Principle 5: Merging

Inventive Principle 7: Nested Doll

Inventive Principle 8: AntiWeight
(Sushi-pizza, obviously.)
Inventive Principle 6: Universality

Inventive Principle 9: Prior CounterAction

(sorry!)
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Inventive Principle 10: Prior Action

Inventive Principle 13: The Other Way
Around

(Not-so-Easy-Mac. Turns out the water
goes in BEFORE you put the bowl in the
microwave.)
Inventive Principle 11: Beforehand
Cushioning
Inventive Principle 14: Spheroidality

(what do you mean we’re out of tacos?)
Inventive Principle 15: Dynamics
Inventive Principle 12 – Equipotentiality

(The eyes have it.)
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Inventive Principle 16: Slightly
More/Slightly Less

Inventive Principle 19: Periodic Action

Inventive Principle 17: Another
Dimension

(Cabbage chopper. Obviously.)
Inventive Principle 20: Continuity Of
Useful Action

Inventive Principle 18: Vibration

(yup. Bit more. Bit more. A little bit more.
Bit more…)
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Inventive Principle 21: Hurrying

Inventive Principle 24: Intermediary

Inventive Principle 25: Self-Service

Inventive Principle 22: Blessing In
Disguise
(…if you hate SpongeBob)

(slightly macabre… the photographer
assures us that this is meatloaf formed in
the shape of a baby. Just so you know.)
Inventive Principle 26: Copying

Inventive Principle 23: Feedback

(too much cake is bad for you. Subtle.)
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Inventive Principle 27: Cheap Disposable

Inventive Principle 30: Flexible Shells &
Thin Films

Inventive Principle 31: Porous Materials
(no criticism of JB music intended)
Inventive Principle 28: Mechanics
Substitution

Inventive Principle 32: Colour Change

Inventive Principle 29: Fluid
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Inventive Principle 33: Homogeneity

Inventive Principle 36: Phase Transition

Inventive Principle 34: Discarding &
Recovering

Inventive Principle 37: Thermal
Expansion/Relative Change

(Oreo charcuterie)
Inventive Principle 35: Parameter
Changes
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Inventive Principle 38: Strong
Oxidants/Enriched Atmosphere
Inventive Principle 40: Composite

Inventive Principle 39: Inert Atmosphere
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Patent of the Month – Electrostatic Clutch

Patent of the month this month is US10,554,154, granted on 4 February to aa trio of
inventors at Carnegie-Mellon University in Pittsburgh. The focus of their invention is an
electrostatic clutch, the rationale for which goes something like this:
The invention relates generally to an electrostatic clutch. More specifically, the invention
relates to a lightweight and high power-density electrostatic clutch that can be
incorporated into robotic systems, including exoskeletons and wearable devices, among
other uses.
Clutches have many uses in mechanical systems, often being used to improve the functionality of
springs and actuators. However, existing clutch systems suffer several drawbacks when used in
mobile applications, such as robotics. For example, electromagnetic clutches feature fast
activation and moderate torque density, but require continuous electrical power to stay active.
Magnetorheological clutches produce large torques, but are heavy and also require continuous
power to remain active. Because of the power requirements, both of these systems require large
batteries or tethered electrical connections. Mechanical latches require no energy to stay active,
but only engage and disengage under special conditions.
The problems associated with traditional clutches are particularly pronounced in wearable robotic
systems, such as exoskeletons. Assistive robotic exoskeletons have shown positive impacts for
people in a variety of applications, including physical performance augmentation and medical
treatment. One challenge associated with autonomy is the metabolic cost associated with carrying
the combined weight of the exoskeleton structure, energy storage, actuators, and electronics.
Batteries in particular account for a significant portion of the weight of many devices, especially in
devices with clutches that require constant power. In addition to the weight of batteries, significant
weight penalties are experienced with commercially available actuators, such as motors and
pneumatic actuators.
Walking on level ground is an example of an application where traditional actuators and motors
are not well suited for robotic applications. Walking on level ground at a constant speed requires
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very little energy input since the potential and kinetic energies of the moving body do not change
on average. However, approximately equal amounts of positive and negative work are performed
by the legs during a walking cycle. Both the positive and negative work require energy, since the
negative work cannot be stored and reused as an input for the positive work.
If an actuator could absorb and return mechanical energy, the total energy consumption of the
system could be reduced. Ideally, energy recycling could supply all needed positive work by
absorbing and reusing negative work movements. As an added benefit, using a device to absorb
energy from negative work movements would reduce the metabolic cost of a human wearing a
robotic device because muscles require energy to perform negative work.
Lightweight, low-power, and electrically controllable clutches would allow greater performance of
many robotic systems. Improved clutches could be incorporated into actuators to substantially
improve the actuator's energy demands. Therefore a need exists for a clutch that does not exhibit
any of the shortcomings of traditional clutches.

Unpicking that description reveals the basic conflict as one between the desire to reduce
energy consumption being prevented by the inability to ‘store and re-use’ the negative
work part of what happens during walking motion. This is what that conflict looks like when
mapped on to the Contradiction Matrix:

And here’s how the inventors have successfully challenged the conflict:
According to embodiments of the present disclosure is an electrostatic clutch that can be
incorporated in many types of mechanical systems, such as robotics, wearable devices, or
exoskeletons. In particular, the present invention utilizes micron-thickness electrostatic clutches
that are light-weight and consume minimal power.
Electrostatic forces [Principle 28] can be developed by applying a voltage to a set of electrodes
separated by a gap. In the present invention, the gap is maintained by a layer of dielectric material
[Principle 24] deposited on the electrode. When a voltage is applied, positive and negative
electrical charges develop, causing an attraction between the adjacent electrodes and preventing
them from moving relative to each other. Like a capacitor, power consumption is very low once a
charge is developed because additional energy is only required when switching states. A controller
can manipulate the voltage [Principle 19], allowing electrical `on-off` control of adhesion between
the electrodes.
The electrodes comprise a lightweight conductive material, such as aluminum-sputtered biaxiallyoriented polyethylene terephthalate. With a pair of electrodes, at least one electrode is covered in
a dielectric material to maintain the gap between the conductive surfaces of the electrodes. In
some embodiments, the electrodes are generally planar, having a rectangular or square shape. A
frame is connected to each of the electrodes, providing a transfer point for a force acting on the
clutch [Principle 12]. For example, the frame of one electrode could be connected to a spring,
while the frame of the other electrode could be connected to the body of an exoskeleton. Thus, the
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activation state of the clutch determines if a force is transferred from the spring to the body of the
exoskeleton through the clutch, or if the electrodes will simply slide against each other without
transferring the force [Principle 15]. A tensioner [Principle 24] maintains alignment of the
electrodes, while permitting movement in one or multiple directions.

Easy when you know how.
Or, if the patent proves to be too obtuse and you haven’t worked out the how part from the
patent snippets, there’s also a very nice paper authored by the three inventors here:
https://www.andrew.cmu.edu/user/shc17/Diller_2016_ICRA.pdf
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Best of the Month – Innovating: A Doer’s Manifesto

Imagine a spectrum. At one end sits the most structured innovation process in the world. A
funnel. A pipeline. Stage gates. Milestones. Linear. Metrics. Targets. KPIs. Heaven forbid,
maybe even ARIZ. All of the things that virtually guarantee the failure of an innovation
initiative. Now picture the other end of this spectrum. Confusion. Non-linearity. Being
wrong. Pivotting. Pivotting again. Going backwards. Another sure fire way to fail with your
innovation attempt. But at least when you’re at this end of the spectrum you are at least
acknowledging the innate complexities of the innovator’s world.
Our Book Of The Month recommendation this month is very much at this complex ‘other’
end of the innovation spectrum. If you’re going to try and innovate without making use of
any real tools or methods, then this is very likely the book for you. Of course, if you’re a
smart innovator, you’re not going to end up at either end of the structure-no-structure
spectrum. It’s a contradiction, right? And therefore your job is to solve it. A really good way
to do this would be to use Luis Perez-Breva’s book to help you see the bigger picture, and
then add in some Systematic Innovation thinking to take away a lot of the unnecessary
randomness. I think this strategy would work quite well. Which is my way of giving LPB
quite a lot of praise without getting all gushy about it.
When Luis Perez-Breva began looking for books about innovation to recommend to his
students, like us, he found them lacking. “There are so many books on innovation, but
there’s no single one that tells you how to do it,” says Perez-Breva, a lecturer and
research scientist in the School of Engineering who directs the MIT Innovation Teams
Program and who never, according to his words, found TRIZ. So he wrote his own. In
Innovating: A Doer’s Manifesto for Starting from a Hunch, Prototyping Problems, Scaling
Up, and Learning to Be Productively Wrong, Perez-Breva details a process that relies not
on a formula, but on a deeper, messier approach to developing bold new ideas.
First, forget the notion that you must begin with a breakthrough. “We’re told to get an idea,
build a team, then go out and make your idea real,” he says. “But the people who
succeed, what they have at the beginning is not really an idea. It’s more like a sense that
there’s something broken.” Perez-Breva calls this a hunch. He cites the example of Steve
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Wozniak figuring he could probably build a better computer for himself, or Henry Ford
making his quadricycle, an early attempt at a car.
The initial hunch may often be wrong or off target—Ford’s quadricycle barely made it a
few blocks—but successful innovators adapt in response to these inevitable missteps.
This process has given rise to business clichés about the value of “failing fast.” But PerezBreva says this is terrible advice. “You don’t want to fail at all!” he insists. “A failure is fatal.
A mistake is just a mistake.” While such errors or miscues might seem colossal at first, if
you anticipate making them, and are primed to learn from them, your hunch will evolve
faster, and major obstacles will look, in retrospect, like minor speed bumps.
Perez-Breva refers to this process as being “productively wrong”; he recommends
pursuing the initial hunch and learning from your mistakes, seeking to understand at a
deeper level the problem your innovation is looking to address. He advises becoming an
expert not just in the problem itself, but in the system or environment that created it. This
is one of the reasons Ford was so successful. He didn’t just build a more affordable
machine. He also realized that the industry needed a financing system that would help
people pay their cars off over time.
Much of Innovating focuses on overturning the accepted wisdom about innovating.
“Growth-hacking,” “pivoting,” and other common concepts are dismissed as catchy but
vacuous buzzwords. There is no precise playbook or step-by-step recipe, according to
Perez-Breva, but Innovating: A Doer’s Manifesto will help guide thinkers along the twisting,
turning paths to developing a new idea. “The only thing that you can guarantee is that
you’re probably going to be wrong,” he counsels, “and that you’re going to be learning by
mistake.
If, unlike LPB, you know some TRIZ, you might read this book through a different lens to
the one he anticipated. That’s not such a bad thing. Well, it is a little bit, because,
honestly, if you know some TRIZ, the chapters on ‘resources (4 and 5) are going to come
across as especially banal. But, provided you can put that little problem aside, your TRIZ
knowledge should allow you to think beyond much of the advice presented in the book.
You’re probably going to be wrong is smart advice in any complex world; you’re probably
not going to be as wrong as everyone else is what any TRIZ-aware person should read.
Add to that a whole bunch of other complex-systems-coherent advice and this all makes
for a very enjoyable, very readable innovation book. Something that doesn’t come along
very often. Take this little nugget as a hint of the sort of thing to expect:
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Wow In Music – The Spirit Of Radio

Canadian power-trio progressive-rockers, Rush were rarely the music critics favourites.
That said, few bands on the planet get to sell over 40 million albums, accumulating 24
gold records and 14 platinum records (including 3 multi-platinum) over their near 50 year
history, placing them fifth behind the Beatles, the Rolling Stones, Kiss and Aerosmith for
the most consecutive gold or platinum studio albums by a rock band in the United States.
Drummer since 1974, Neil Peart, sadly died last month. Regularly voted as one of the best
instrumentalists in the world, he was, for me, the principle wow-creator of the band. Any
number of Rush songs could have made it into this section of the ezine, and almost all of
them would have made it on the basis of something Peart contributed to the music.
In the end, I figured that one of Rush’s best known songs was the one to go with. The
Spirit Of Radio was the lead single off the band’s seventh album, Permanent Waves,
released in 1980. It made for a rare foray into the singles charts, which in itself is
something of a wow. The first magic-trick of the song being that, from a distance, it sounds
like a classic rock track, but when you zoom in and listen to the fine details, it is full of
‘how-did-they-do-that?’ surprises.
The first of which comes from guitarist, Alex Lifeson’s convoluted, iconic (Principle 19)
hammer-on guitar introduction. Four notes in, you know what song this is.
Peart, then, takes the honours for all the rhythmic intricacy that follows. Peart’s real gift is
to be able to constantly shift time signature, while all the time making them flow
seamlessly. The most famous shift in Spirit of Radio is probably the (Principle 37) shift to a
reggae beat towards the song’s last section, but one of the most amazing to my ears
occurs in the instrumental break that occurs 2 minutes 52 seconds into the song. Three
bars of 7/8 time followed by an 8/8. Then back to three more 7/8. Then 8/8 again. All the
time coming across as downright in-the-pocket funky. And that’s definitely not a word you
get to use with many progressive rock bands.
The true brilliance only really hit home for me, though when I found this drum-only version
of a live recording of the song. Listen and feel your jaw drop… then stay dropped…
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q0SV682Ez2c. Supreme mastery. Utter genius.
Neil Peart, RIP.
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Investments – Living Building Materials

We've already heard about experimental self-healing concrete, that can repair cracks
within itself. Now, scientists have gone a step further, utilizing bacteria to create building
materials that can be grown on-site – and that regenerate when broken.
Led by Asst. Prof. Wil Srubar, a team from the University of Colorado at Boulder started by
combining sand and a gelatine-based hydrogel. This mixture was then placed in brickshaped molds, to which Synechococcus cyanobacteria were added. The internal structure
of the mix served as scaffolding in which the microbes could essentially "roost." The
bacteria proceeded to grow as they absorbed carbon dioxide gas from the surrounding
environment, producing calcium carbonate in the process. The latter mineralized the
hydrogel into a sort of mortar, thus binding the sand particles together to form solid bricks.
In tests conducted so far, it was found that about 9 to 14 percent of the bacterial colonies
were still alive 30 days after the bricks were formed – even that success rate is only
possible if the bricks are kept in an environment with a Synechococcus-friendly level of
humidity. This presents a challenge, as the bricks are at their strongest when they're
completely dried out. With that in mind, the scientists are now working on developing
microbes that could survive under much more arid conditions.
Ultimately, it is hoped that the technology could find use in building materials that can be
grown on location from supplied ingredients, and that have self-healing capabilities.
In fact, it's already been shown that if half of an "established" brick is placed in a mold with
more of the gel and sand, the bacteria from that half will migrate out and colonize the new
material, eventually forming another brick. Ultimately, one parent brick – that's initially
broken in two – can be used to produce up to eight other bricks.
As an added bonus, building materials made with the bacteria would actually help
sequester excess carbon dioxide gas from the environment. The opposite is true of
conventional concrete, as production of the cement used within it is one of the major
sources of manmade CO2 emissions.
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"We already use biological materials in our buildings, like wood, but those materials are no
longer alive," says Srubar. "We're asking: Why can't we keep them alive and have that
biology do something beneficial, too?".
The research is described in a paper that was published last month in the journal Matter.

Pieces of the brick, being "grown" in molds
CU Boulder College of Engineering and Applied Science
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Generational Cycles – Plague, Famine, Crime, Sword

A tricky one this month. Anyone that has known me for more than an hour will recognize
that I’m not a religious man. I recognize that religion gives comfort to many and -directly or
indirectly – influences the lives of almost everyone. If a religious text says something, it
doesn’t have to be ‘correct’ or ‘true’ in order for it to have a potentially profound impact on
the emergent behavior of complex systems. Like society. A religious text reflects society
and in turn society reflects what it reads into those texts.
In any event, the entire ethos of our SI research team is that our job is first and foremost to
challenge what we’ve uncovered, rather than find more evidence to confirm what we
already found. This is particularly so regarding Strauss & Howe’s generation theory.
Which, even after over twenty years of attempts to dis-prove and dis-credit, we still find
ourselves using fairly regularly in workshop settings. A couple of months ago we came
across the work of Galyn Wiemers on generation patterns in the Bible. The fact that the
pattern comprised four archetypes sounded an immediate intrigue. So, without further
judgement from myself, here’s a long excerpt from an even longer tract on the subject. (If
the religious words have the same tendency to make you squirm a little – like they often
do for me – the easiest thing to do here is to pretend they’re not there… your job is to
compare the described pattern with the Strauss & Howe pattern… and, maybe, to see
which archetype from one ‘model’ might match that from the other)
There is a passage of scripture in Proverbs that has intrigued me for years. The truth of its
meaning continues to unfold each time I study from it. The depth of its inspiration takes us from
one end of the Bible to the other. The most stunning force radiating from this ancient revelation is
that it projects itself upon my time and our generation as if it were an ancient mirror angled through
the ages at us. The scriptures seem to be reflecting the light, or darkness, of our generation back
to us through the pages of scriptures. It presents a true perspective of how great the depths a
culture can decline and at the same time present the ideal background for God's greatest
demonstration of power and grace.
It is as if our generation is simply a stage with all its props and lighting being well prepared and
waiting for the show to begin. Do not allow yourself to be distracted by the props or fixated on the
stage created by the last 120 years of history or else you may miss your part in this production.
Instead, be focused toward the stage because it is here the main show is going to unfold.
In the passage of scripture we are about to look into God describes for us the heart and attitude of
each of the four individual generation a culture cycles through as they live in rebellion to God.
You can see how each generation learns the sin of their father’s generation and like a seed in a
garden it develops a little more. By the fourth generation the cycle is complete. The sin of the
first generation will reach its fullness and that culture will be eliminated from history. This is God’s
way of preserving the earth until his plan is completed. Since the days of the Flood of Noah when
he destroyed all people and the days of Nimrod when he confused the languages to form the
nations the four generation cycle has been used by God to preserve mankind on the earth and
fulfill his purpose.
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In Proverbs 30:11-14 there are four sequential generations listed. Each generation leads into the
next generation. The NIV reads like this:
"There are those who curse their fathers and do not bless their mothers;
those who are pure in their own eyes and yet are not cleansed of their filth;
those whose eyes are ever so haughty, whose glances are so disdainful;
those whose teeth are swords and whose jaws are set with knives, to devour the poor from off the
earth, and the needy from among men."
We need to look also at the King James Version. Notice the different method of translation and
notice the [un]italics in the King James:
"There is a generation that curseth their father, and doth not bless their mother.
There is a generation that are pure in their own eyes, and yet is not washed from their filthiness.
There is a generation, O how lofty are their eyes! And their eyelids are lifted up.
There is a generation, whose teeth are as swords, and their jaw teeth as knives, to devour the
poor from off the earth, and the needy from among men."
The [un]italicized words in the KJ text are words that are not in the original language but added in
the English translations to make reading easier. With out the inserted italicized words the King
James would read like this:
"A generation curseth their father, and doth not bless their mother.
A generation pure in their own eyes, and is not washed from their filthiness.
A generation, O how lofty are their eyes! And their eyelids are lifted up.
A generation, whose teeth swords, and their jaw teeth knives, to devour the poor from off
the earth, and the needy from men."
In 1872 Joseph Bryant Rotherham captured the essence of these verses in his translation which
reads:
"A generation! Its father it revileth, And its mother it doth not bless.
A generation! Pure in its own eyes, Yet from its filth hath it not been bathed.
A generation! How lofty are its eyes, And its eyelashes uplifted
A generation! Swords are its teeth, And knives its incisors,
To devour the humbled out of the earth, And the needy from among men."
The Word of God is setting forth four successive generations. Each generation develops a life
style and a worldview and then raises the next generation. When the children begin to form their
generation they build on what their parents developed. The attitudes that the parents hold tend to
be viewed as absolutes by the children. Attitudes about money, religion, family, society, politics,
etc. are engrained into children by their parents. There is very little chance of children having an
opportunity to decide if their parents are right or wrong because they must use their parent's views
to make this decision. By the time they reach an age of critical thinking they have been positioned
to evaluate their parents views from the same perspective as their parents. The children are
trapped. It is very difficult to overthrow their parent's ideas, while at the same time it is very natural
to develop these same ideas to the next level during the next generation.
These verses can be applied to two types of nations:
1)
Nations with access to the written revelation of God (special revelation)
a.
Believing Gentile nations that have knowledge of the Scriptures
b.
Israel in the Old Testament who possessed the written law of Moses
2)
Pagan nations that have access to general revelation
a.
This would include every other nation since God’s absolute standards of basic right and
wrong are written on men’s hearts. Men have a conscience that naturally develops an
understanding of right from wrong just like birds know how to migrate south in the winter. This
conscience will not be allowed to develop correctly by the time a culture reaches the fourth
generation. Thus, that culture is destroyed by God.
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“When Gentiles, who do not have the law, do by nature things required by the law, they are a law
for themselves, even though they do not have the law, since they show that the requirements of
the law are written on their hearts.” (Romans 2:14, 15)
Generation Number One: A Generation Who Curse Their Fathers
"There is a generation that curseth their father, and doth not bless their mother." (Pr. 30:11 KJ)
How does this all begin? In Deuteronomy 11:18-21 the Hebrew parents are told to:
"Fix these words of mine in your hearts and minds; tie them as symbols on your hands and bind
them on your foreheads. Teach them to your children, talking about them when you sit at home
and when you walk along the road, when you lie down and when you get up. Write them on the
doorframes of your houses and on your gates, so that your days and the days of your children may
be many in the land that the Lord swore to give your forefathers, as many as the days that the
heavens are above the earth."
The command to continue a righteous line comes with the promise that they would be enabled to
stay in the land that God had given to the generations before them "for as many as the days that
the heavens are above the earth." This is similar to the promise of a thousand generations in the
second commandment in Exodus 20:5 that says, "You shall not make for yourself an idol . . . for, I,
the Lord your God . . . punishing the children for the sin of the fathers to the third and fourth
generation of those who hate me, showing love to a thousand generations of those who love me
and keep my commandments." The righteous line has the potential to go on forever and never be
driven from their land. The parent's responsibility was to introduce their children to the LORD.
The LORD was the living God that the parents had a relationship with. In fact, everything they had
and everything they were was from the Lord.
Proverbs 30:11 begins a spiritual and moral decline that will span through four generations. The
decline begins with a generation that curses their righteous father and does not bless their
righteous mother. This is not referring to a son cursing at his father because he won’t let him
have the car keys. That would be a problem in and of itself but not as serious as our context is
talking about. A brief word study for the Hebrew word for curse develops like this:
"Curse"
Hebrew Word: qalal
Hebrew Pronunciation: /kaw-lal/
Root Meaning: "be light"
Literal Meaning: "small"
Figurative Meaning: "trifling, vile"
Translated Meaning: "to bring contempt, to curse, to despise"
The first generation curses their father who is to instruct them in the ways of the Lord. Within the
word "curse" we can see that the first generation considered the things of God and the righteous
heritage inherited from their father to be small, trivial, insignificant, or unimportant. This is what
Esau did in when he considered a bowl of stew more valuable than the blessing his father could
give him, although a different Hebrew word is used. Genesis 25:34 says:
"So Esau despised his birthright."
Esau didn’t swear profanity at his father Isaac, instead he traded what his father had to give him
for a bowl of soup. Esau was the heir to the entire estate of Abraham and Isaac which included
the covenant with God. Esau “cursed” this and took the soup.
We are talking hereabout an entire generation, not just one teenager. The parents want to hand
them the knowledge of the LORD and his eternal plan. This first generation responds just like
Esau. They sell eternity along with the foundations of the universe for a moment in time with soup.
This is a tragedy but so hard for our secular culture to look up from their bowl long enough to
understand. The sin of this generation becomes the sin of the fathers who will teach the next
generation.
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This same generation is said to "not bless their mothers." A word study of "bless" reveals this:
"Bless"
Hebrew Word: barak
Hebrew Pronunciation: /baw-rak/
Root Meaning: "to kneel"
The association between "to kneel" and "bless" is seen in the custom of taking a child on one's
knee to pronounce a blessing on it. The word is seen in a dual usage where "blessing" is said to
be given and received in 2 Chronicles 31:8 where it says,
"When Hezekiah and his officials came and saw the heaps [of offerings for worship], they praised
("barak") the Lord and blessed ("barak") his people Israel."
“It seems that this dual usage of "barak", . . .is to be explained on the following grounds: God
blesses human beings by speaking well of them, thereby imparting "blessing" (good things) to
them, and so they are blessed"; human beings bless God by speaking well of him, attributing
"blessing" (good qualities) to him, and so he is "blessed."
The mother was instrumental in communication of knowledge to the Jewish children. As is seen in
Proverbs 1:8:
“Listen, my son, to your father’s instruction and do not forsake your mother’s teaching.
They will be a garland to grace your head and a chain to adorn you neck.”
A generation that "does not bless their mothers" is a generation that does not attribute good
qualities to their mother's teaching.
"A generation: Who curse their fathers and do not bless their mothers," is a generation of people
who do not consider their righteous heritage worthy of recognition and adherence. In a believing
culture this generation rejects the truth of scripture. In a pagan society this generation would reject
the standards of justice and morality that is revealed to all mankind through general revelation.
(Romans 2:14)
Generation Number Two: A Generation Who Are Pure in Their Own Eyes
"There is a generation that are pure in their own eyes, and yet is not washed from their filthiness."
(Pr.30:12 KJ)
This second generation is raised by parents who despised receiving the knowledge of God or
rejected justice and a universal code of right and wrong. Since this generation does not have in
their soul an understanding of the truth of a perfect, holy and righteous God to compare
themselves to or an absolute standard of right and wrong they "are pure in their own eyes" even
though they are utterly sinful.
In a believing nation like the United States this generation would not have the true teachings of the
Christian doctrine of the sin nature. Because of their parents sin this generation can not identify
sin. If they can not identify sin then it is very difficult to be delivered from sin. Who needs a savior
if they don’t need saving?
This generation will begin to form their own rules. They will establish their own values system of
right and wrong since they have none being handed down to them. The source of their values will
be the human mind. Their moral and ethics system will be as distant from God's ways as the
heavens are above the earth. Jesus said, “See to it, then, that the light within you is not
darkness.” (Luke 11:35)
They will face problems in the world and problems within themselves. These are the same
problems that every generation faces. The problems do not change from generation to
generation, but what does change is the source that a generation resorts to in search of answers.
This generation will develop theories and philosophies that are logical to their human minds but
contrary to the divine view. This generation will be ready to accept and put into practice anything
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that makes sense after it has been evaluated by the judgment system that is based on their human
reasoning.
Generation Number Three: A Haughty and Disdainful Generation
"There is a generation, O how lofty are their eyes! And their eyelids are lifted up." (Pr.30:13 KJ)
The NIV says "There are. . .those whose eyes are ever so haughty, whose glances are so
disdainful." (Pr. 30:13 NIV). This is the description of the third generation that follows the first
generation that rejected the Creator and the second generation who pursued the philosophy off
idols.
The reference to "eyes are so haughty" speaks of a people who are filled with pride and
arrogance. This is a symbolic gesture describing the attitude of the heart. This generation has
been raised by parents who failed to acknowledge the sin nature in them selves or in their
children. They established their ethics on their own opinions and the philosophy of their new gods.
This generation has an over-rated evaluation of themselves and believe they should get what they
want. They are self-absorbed and spend their days fulfilling their desires. They control whatever
they can for their own advantage.
The description "glances are disdainful" refers to their outward view of the world and of others.
They rationalize, "Nothing and no one on the outside can be as important as 'me.' " They could be
called the "Me Generation." To be the children raised by this generation is tragic because the
child’s most formative years are spent with self-centered, self-absorbed parents. Divorce and the
pursuit of another spouse or “special friend” to make them happy would be epidemic.
The third generation has been influenced by the second generation who believed man had the
answers. They have developed an over inflated view of man and his ability, but have failed to
acknowledge man's sinful state.
They have a concept of self-perfection and are in pursuit of a utopia. Since neither of these
concepts are a reality this third generation is destined to live in disappointment and frustration.
This is a generation who where promised great things if they lived by the ethics and standards
developed by their parents generation. This generation always lives looking for something better
and dies sorry for their choices. In the end they fail to understand why it didn't work out. But, woe
to the next generation that will inherit the offspring of this third generation.
Generation Number Four: A Generation Whose Teeth are Swords, With Knives Set in Their
Jaws
"There is a generation whose teeth are as swords, and their jaw teeth as knives, to devour the
poor from off the earth, and the needy from among men." (Proverbs 30:14 KJ)
In the sequence of four generations the fourth is the most self willed and violent (“hamas”). They
become oppressive and abusive to anyone they can get the advantage on. Their insatiable desire
makes them as cruel and remorseless in destroying, as is the cold steel with which they are
describe. There is no standard of justice or ethics which forms a deadly combination in a soul that
has no conscience.
This is not only describing individuals but an entire generation in a culture. If it where just one cold
hearted individual that consumed others then a just governmental system could remove that
individual from society. This is a terrifying scenario because it speaks of an entire generation. A
generation which controls the government. This generation can only be stopped through foreign
invasion.
This generation's attitude and behavior is the fruit of the sin the “fathers” committed in the first
generation. God has been watching this first generations seed of sin develop into the fourth
generation. This fourth generation must turn back from the sin of their fathers and of the corrupt
fruit it has produced in their own character. Israel had a generation described like this in Amos 8:4
where it says, "you trample the needy and do away with the poor of the land." This behavior
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belongs to the last generation of a society. God says in Amos 8:2 in reference to that generation
in Israel, "The time is ripe for my people Israel; I will spare them no longer."
Teeth are instruments of eating. Eating is symbolic of meeting the needs of the individual doing
the eating. To have teeth that are swords is to say these people use weapons to meet their basic
needs. People in a normal society would use trade, commerce, labor, industry, etc to meet their
basic needs. This is a generation that “devours my people as men eat bread." (Psalm 14:4) It will
be a time of escalating violence and oppression. It will manifest in a variety of ways. It will be
seen in the streets, in the schools, in the corporate office, in government, in legislation, and on and
on wherever the people of this fourth generation decide to engage themselves. Wherever this
generation spends their time they will bring this violence.

Did you spot the links with the Strauss & Howe archetypes? Not immediately easy, I grant
you. Especially if you make the assumption that Wiemers’ ‘First Generation’ at the start of
the new cycle are the Prophets. Wiemers description is all about the fathers. So we need
to examine the fathers of the Prophets to reveal who the first generation actually
represents… the Artists…

…now go back to the beginning and read it again with the benefit of that perspective.
Read the full Wiemers tract here:
http://www.generationword.com/notes/Book_knowing_the_times.html.
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Biology – Darwin’s Bark Spider

Darwin's bark spider (scientific name Caerostris darwini) is an orb-weaver spider that
produces the largest known orb webs, ranging from 900 to 28,000 square centimetres with
bridge lines spanning up to 25 metres. The spider was discovered in Madagascar in the
Andasibe-Mantadia National Park in 2009. The species was named in honour of the
naturalist Charles Darwin, with the description being prepared precisely 150 years after
the publication of The Origin of Species, on 24 November 2009.
The spider's silk is the toughest biological material ever studied, over ten times tougher
than a similarly-sized piece of Kevlar. The average toughness of the fibres is 350 MJ/m3,
and some are up to 520 MJ/m3, making the silk twice as tough as any other spider silk
known.
The spider's web occupies a unique biological niche: "They build their web with the orb
suspended directly above a river or the water body of a lake, a habitat that no other spider
can use". This position allows the spiders to catch prey flying over the water, with webs
observed containing up to 32 mayflies at a time.
The strong silk and large web are thought to have coevolved at the same time, as the
spider adapted to the habitat. Caerostris darwini uses a unique set of behaviors, some
unknown in other spiders, to construct its enormous webs. First, the spiders release
unusually large amounts of bridging silk into the air, which is then carried downwind,
across the water body, establishing bridge lines. Second, the spiders perform almost no
web site exploration. Third, they construct the orb capture area below the initial bridge line.
In contrast to all known orb-weavers, the web hub is therefore not part of the initial bridge
line but is instead built de novo ("from the beginning"). Fourth, the orb contains two types
of radial threads, with those in the upper half of the web doubled. These unique behaviors
result in a giant, yet rather simplified web. There is building evidence for the coevolution of
behavioral (web building), ecological (web microhabitat) and biomaterial (silk
biomechanics) traits that combined allow C. darwini to occupy a unique niche among
spiders."
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Now, there are a couple of ways of looking at the Bark Spider’s evolved web solution. The
first, and perhaps most obvious is to say that all the spider has really done is moved a
trade-off from one place to another. Is it better to accurately position a small web where
the effort of making it has been minimized? Or is it better to not think about where to place
the web, and just expend lots more effort making a really big one?
Except, of course, that’s not what has happened. The basic conflict here is one between
the size of the web produced (and particularly the distance between the anchor points
needed to suspend the web from) and the amount of energy expended to make it. When
mapped on to the Contradiction Matrix, it’s a conflict that looks something like this:

And that’s where we start to see the step-changes that emerge from the Bark Spider’s
‘solution’: step 1 – make lots of silk really quickly (Principle 21), step 2 – use the local
environment (e.g. wind) to blow the silk until it comes into contact with a distant anchor
point (Principles 28 and 24), step 3 – once the basic anchor points are in place, build the
rest of the web (Principle 30). Hey presto. Big web, small energy.
The only bit the scientists have still to work out is how come the Bark Spider’s silk is 10x
stronger than Kevlar. But at least we can have a pretty good bet it is all about Principle 35.
My instincts tell me there’s also a bit of Principle 19, Periodic Action stuff happening
somewhere too. If I was the Kevlar-replacement scientist, i think that’s what I’d be looking
for when I’m trying to reverse engineer what the Bark Spider has worked out how to do
quite naturally.
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Short Thort

“If you spend time with crazy and dangerous people, remember – their personalities are
socially transmitted diseases; like water poured into a container, most of us eventually turn
into – or remain – whoever we surround ourselves with. We can choose our tribe, but we
cannot change that our tribe is our destiny.”
Stefan Molyneux

“Questions you cannot answer are usually far better for you
than answers you cannot question.”
Yuval Noah Harari

News
Vilnius
Following a rather lovely trip to Lithuania this month to teach MBA students at ISM
University, we’re happy to say that we have received an invitation to return in October to
teach a 2-day innovation workshop to the country’s senior executives. 9-10 October are
the dates to put in the diary… especially if you’d like to think about doing some innovationtourism and also spend a few days in the country.
Ireland
Last month’s trip to Ireland looks like it has already spawned three new ones. One has
already been put into the diary for the third week of May. Another is looking like early April.
Anyone in or around the West Coast of the country that might be interested in doing
something during around either period, please get in touch with Darrell to see what might
be possible…
India
…a similar thing has the possibility to happen in India in June. Darrell’s next trip there is
fixed for the second week of June. At the moment, he’s very happy to come over and do
something either or both of the week before or after this one.
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ICSI Conference
Coronavirus-permitting, the next International Conference on Systematic Innovation will
take place in Tianjin in China. 10-12 July are the dates for your diary. As has become the
convention, the conference will again have the Global Competition in SI attached to it.
Irrespective of whether you’ll be attending the event in person, submitting a competition
entry is always a good idea.
New Projects
This month’s new projects from around the Network:
Transport – Tech Scouting Project
Electronics – SI Workshops
Medical Devices – SI Workshops
Mining – Innovation Strategy Projects
Waste – SI Workshop
Steel – SI Workshops
Construction – ICMM Assessment/Strategy Workshops
Digital – Innovation Management Strategy Project
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